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Key PointsKey Points
 Extend the work of Gupta and Kumar to the domain of

802.11 ad hoc networks
◆ Assume the use of 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS
◆ Single channel, with fixed forwarding speed (2 Mbps)

 Verify Gupta and Kumar’s results through simulation
and experimentation
◆ Determine how well 802.11 can achieve theoretical rate

 Consider the impact of local communication patterns
◆ Is there a way to avoid the constant decrease in capacity?
◆ Ad hoc networks are DOA if capacity scales inversely to n
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Summary of GK00 ResultsSummary of GK00 Results
 The total capacity of ad hoc wireless networks grows with theThe total capacity of ad hoc wireless networks grows with the

area they cover, due to spatial reuse of the spectrum, as nodesarea they cover, due to spatial reuse of the spectrum, as nodes
sufficiently far apart can transmit concurrently. If node density issufficiently far apart can transmit concurrently. If node density is
constant, this means that the total one hop capacity is        .constant, this means that the total one hop capacity is        .

•• However, the throughput per node is limited not only by the rawHowever, the throughput per node is limited not only by the raw
channel capacity, but also by the forwarding load imposed bychannel capacity, but also by the forwarding load imposed by
distant nodes.distant nodes.

•• One might expect the average path length to grow with the spatialOne might expect the average path length to grow with the spatial
diameter of the network, or          .diameter of the network, or          .

•• So the total end-to-end capacity is roughly             and the end-to-So the total end-to-end capacity is roughly             and the end-to-
end throughput available to each node is             . Here we omitend throughput available to each node is             . Here we omit
all the constant factors. .all the constant factors. .
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1.1. A node first sends an RTS (request to send) packet to theA node first sends an RTS (request to send) packet to the
destination;destination;

2.2. The destination responds with a CTS (clear to send), if itThe destination responds with a CTS (clear to send), if it
believes the network is idle;believes the network is idle;

3.3. The sender then transmits the data packet, and waits for anThe sender then transmits the data packet, and waits for an
ACK (acknowledgment) from the receiver.ACK (acknowledgment) from the receiver.

4.4. The nodes know the medium will be busy for some time byThe nodes know the medium will be busy for some time by
overhearing RTS or CTSoverhearing RTS or CTS

5.5. A node times out and re-sends the RTS if it receives no CTS;A node times out and re-sends the RTS if it receives no CTS;

6.6. 802.11 doubles its back-off window each time a timeout occurs.802.11 doubles its back-off window each time a timeout occurs.

802.11 DCF Review802.11 DCF Review
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WWmaxmax  = 2 Mbps= 2 Mbps

The 2-node scenario has the highest capacity:The 2-node scenario has the highest capacity:

Here, we assume 1500 byte packets,Here, we assume 1500 byte packets,

1.1. Overhead accounted:Overhead accounted:

2.2. Overhead + Various inter-frame timings accounted:Overhead + Various inter-frame timings accounted:

W=1.7MbpsW=1.7Mbps

Capacity of a Single CellCapacity of a Single Cell
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Since radios can interfere with each other beyond the range atSince radios can interfere with each other beyond the range at
which they can communicate successfully, it is expected that thewhich they can communicate successfully, it is expected that the
maximum utilization of a chain of ad hoc nodes is ¼.maximum utilization of a chain of ad hoc nodes is ¼.

Capacity of a Chain, in TheoryCapacity of a Chain, in Theory
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However, the simulationHowever, the simulation
shows that as the chains getshows that as the chains get
longer, they approach alonger, they approach a
utilization of only 0.25 Mbpsutilization of only 0.25 Mbps
for 1500-byte packets, orfor 1500-byte packets, or
1/7 of the maximum of 1.71/7 of the maximum of 1.7
Mbps.Mbps.

Why?Why?

Actual Capacity of a ChainActual Capacity of a Chain
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••  Allocating bandwidth unevenly between nodesAllocating bandwidth unevenly between nodes

••The time node 1 spends sending those extra packetsThe time node 1 spends sending those extra packets
decreases delivered throughput since it preventsdecreases delivered throughput since it prevents
transmissions from subsequent nodes.transmissions from subsequent nodes.

•• 802.11  802.11 backoff backoff works badly with ad hoc forwardingworks badly with ad hoc forwarding

••Nodes may remain backed off during a time in which itNodes may remain backed off during a time in which it
could be transmitting.could be transmitting.

Theory & Reality GapTheory & Reality Gap
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The simulation shows thatThe simulation shows that
the 802.11 MAC isthe 802.11 MAC is
capable of sending at thecapable of sending at the
optimal rate, but does notoptimal rate, but does not
discover the optimumdiscover the optimum
schedule of transmissionsschedule of transmissions
on its own.on its own.

Experimental ValidationExperimental Validation
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Expected Per Flow Throughput:Expected Per Flow Throughput:

Left graph: 1/12 of the channel capacityLeft graph: 1/12 of the channel capacity

Right graph: 1/24 of the channel capacityRight graph: 1/24 of the channel capacity

The overall network throughput is the same.The overall network throughput is the same.

Capacity ofCapacity of  a Regular Latticea Regular Lattice
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Capacity ofCapacity of  (3x) Random(3x) Random
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Their ExplanationTheir Explanation
•• Head-of-queue blockingHead-of-queue blocking

•• Each node has a single queue means that a node may lose aEach node has a single queue means that a node may lose a
chance to send a packet vertically while the packet at the head of thechance to send a packet vertically while the packet at the head of the
queue is waiting for contention in the horizontal direction.queue is waiting for contention in the horizontal direction.

•• Irregular placementIrregular placement
•• This wastes potential spatial re-use and thus lowers capacity.This wastes potential spatial re-use and thus lowers capacity.

•• Traffic concentrationTraffic concentration
•• Random choice of destinations also causes a tendency for moreRandom choice of destinations also causes a tendency for more

packets to be routed through the center of the network than alongpackets to be routed through the center of the network than along
the edges. This traffic concentration means that the network as athe edges. This traffic concentration means that the network as a
whole is limited by the capacity of the center.whole is limited by the capacity of the center.
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The total one-hop capacity C in the network required to send andThe total one-hop capacity C in the network required to send and
forward packets obeys:forward packets obeys:

C is proportional to the area:C is proportional to the area:

The capacity available to each node is bounded by:The capacity available to each node is bounded by:

Thus, when the expected path length increases, the bandwidthThus, when the expected path length increases, the bandwidth
available for each node to originate packets decreases.available for each node to originate packets decreases.
Therefore, the traffic pattern has a great impact on scalability.Therefore, the traffic pattern has a great impact on scalability.

Scaling Scaling Ad HocAd Hoc Networks Networks
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Consider the class of traffic patterns with power law distance distributions:Consider the class of traffic patterns with power law distance distributions:

α>-1

α=-1

-2<α<-1

α=-2

α<-2

Scalable Traffic PatternsScalable Traffic Patterns

Constant!

[Li00], Next time

?
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SummarySummary
 802.11 does a reasonable job of delivering close to the

theoretical capacity, even without centralized control.

 For random traffic patterns, 802.11 performs close to
optimal in an asymptotic sense

 Ad hoc networks can scale if and only if traffic is local:
any heavy-tailed distribution is just as bad as random


